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Customer Profile
Company Gokaldas Exports Ltd., India 

Industry  Apparel/Fashion/Retail 

Country  India 

Employees 1500 

Website  www.gokaldasexports.com

“After deploying SonicWall solutions, 
we have never seen any security 
incidents. SonicWall solutions have 
helped us to optimize the network 
infrastructure and obtain maximum 
operational time.”

V Sebastian Jesudas
General Manager, Information Technology, 

Gokaldas Exports
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Business need
Gokaldas Exports is recognized as one of India’s largest apparel manufacturers 
and exporters. Established in 1979, the company is now a major garments seller 
operating in multiple locations with 1500 employees.

Due to the pandemic’s disruption of manufacturing and export operations 
worldwide, Gokaldas wanted to provide its employees with the flexibility of working 
from home. The expanded IT perimeter of the new working environment exposed 
them to potential vulnerabilities. As a result, the firm decided to implement an 
additional robust cyber security solution over the existing VPN and ATP to enable 
end-to-end protection from IT threats.

Solution
Gokaldas had already experienced the superior quality of SonicWall’s cybersecurity 
products in the past five years. They turned to SonicWall again for expanding 
security to both gateway and end-point levels. Gokaldas’ IT team opted to 
implement SonicWall’s TZ models at their branches for their zero-touch deployment 
and centralized management capabilities. The headquarters decided to deploy 
the SonicWall NSa for its cloud-based advanced threat protection features. They 
interconnected the firewalls by using VPN tunnels across all locations. Gokaldas 
also chose Capture ATP to protect the local internet traffic at the branches. 
SonicWall adopted a layered security approach to ensure maximum security across 
all client stations with next-generation end-point security solution Capture Client 
deployed in all the end-user devices. Thus Sonicwall has helped the customer to 
implement a secure remote workforce. 

SonicWall Capture Client is a unified client platform that delivers multiple Endpoint 
Detection & Response (EDR) capabilities.

Results
Post-deployment, Gokaldas reported that they had zero security incidents 
regardless of known or unknown threats. SonicWall’s solutions allowed them 
to optimize their network infrastructure and maximize operational time. The IT 
team also appreciated the solutions’ ease of management which helped them to 
streamline the day to day operations. Overall, the approach enabled Gokaldas 
to secure their work from home operations, allowing employees to successfully 

function in a hybrid working model.

Benefits

• High performance security

• Enhanced visibility

• Ease of management of 
complex solution

• Maximum uptim

Solutions at a glance

• Capture client Advanced

• TZ

• NSa

• Network Security Manager

Leading Apparel Manufacturer 
and Exporter Secures Work 
from Home Operations with 
SonicWall’s Advanced Solutions
Gokaldas protects location-wide systems from known and unknown 
threats while streamlining day-to-day operations
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